Construction of a new artificial biomineralization system.
Hydroxyapatite (HAP) was mineralized in poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)/poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) complex hydrogel immersed in a salt solution containing PAA. The transparent HAP/polymer composite swelled in water depending on the HAP content; high HAP content gave small swelling and vice versa. The HAP content reached about 80 wt % at most. Observation of the cross section of the composite by energy-dispersive analysis of X-ray (EDAX) revealed that the composite consisted of two phases, i.e., a hard HAP-rich phase and a soft polymer-rich phase. In the HAP-rich phase, the space inside the hydrogel was occupied by HAP, while HAP was not mineralized in the polymer-rich phase. The nucleation seemed to take place, at first, at the middle depth of the hydrogel where the HAP-rich phase was formed. The HAP-rich phase grew its size toward the surface of the hydrogel at the cost of the polymer-rich phase. The presence of phosphorus, P, in the polymer-rich phase indicated the adsorption of HPO(4)(2-) on the polymer chain of the hydrogel via hydrogen bonding, accompanied with Ca(2+) because of electrostatic constraints. This adsorption of ions in addition to Donnan distribution of ions leads to the formation of a hypercomplex that can be regarded as a precursor of the HAP-rich phase. The change of the hypercomplex into the HAP-rich phase is discontinuous and hence concluded as a phase transition. By comparison of our mineralization system with the biomineralization system of HAP and CaCO(3), the physicochemical mechanism of the mineralization process in the present system was found to be similar to that in biological systems. In this sense, we termed the present system an artificial biomineralization system.